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Marketing basics

L
et me take you into the medical
profession. Not one I know well but
one where, while researching the
subject of client care recently, a

comment I came across on the internet
jumped out and struck me as incredibly
relevant.

Physicians who engage with their patients
and take a few minutes to build personal
relationships were much less likely to be
sued.

I took this as quite odd – you mean if I was
a surgeon and I removed the wrong organ,
the fact I took an interest in your
children/last holiday/great Aunt Betty would
save me from a hefty medical negligence
suit? Intrigued, I looked deeper and my initial
cynicism was met with the headline:

It’s not what you say, it’s
the way that you say it
However many sophisticated BD solutions come into the market, there is no getting
away from the fact that what generates most business are referrals. But how do you
make sure you maximize the number you receive? According to Doug McPherson, of
Size 10 1/2 Boots, doing a good job is still crucial but so is bedside manner.

definition the requirement for professional
advice is rarely linked to an easy conversa-
tion. More often than not advice is a distress
purchase so the delivery has to be
absolutely note perfect.

With clients – often unsure as to how to
employ bedside manner, more often totally
cynical about the need to employ it - I have
always worked to a principle I describe as
EAR – empathy, approachability and
response.Yes, I know EAR = ear = listening
= a thousand soundbite-friendly permuta-
tions; however, like all good acronyms, it’s
the obvious that makes it memorable! 

EMPATHY

Empathy is a great start point but the only
trouble is empathy is so well-worn a phrase
it’s positively threadbare. However its
employment can be easily overlooked or
worse, overplayed. I have only one watch-
word when it comes to empathy – listen
(hackneyed use of EAR/ear #1).

It takes me back to my very first day of sales
training.“One mouth, two ears, use them in
that order” said the trainer and 18 years
down the line the truth in those words not
only applies to sales, it also directly applies
to client care (and isn’t that the crux of
bedside manner?) whether that’s pre-sale or
post-sale.

All you need to do is listen. If you interject
too soon you may not allow the client to

By Doug McPherson

For Doctors Better Bedside Manner Eases
Malpractice Suits

OK. So I dug deeper still and came across
an article by Malcolm Gladwell who says:
“Believe it or not, the risk of being sued for
malpractice has very little to do with how
many mistakes a doctor makes.Analyses of
malpractice lawsuits show that there are
highly skilled doctors who get sued a lot
and doctors who make lots of mistakes and
never get sued.At the same time, the over-
whelming number of people who suffer an
injury due to the negligence of a doctor
never file a malpractice suit at all.

In other words, patients don’t file lawsuits
because they’ve been harmed by shoddy
medical care. Patients file lawsuits because
they’ve been harmed by shoddy medical
care and something else happens to them.”

I accept this is all a little dramatic.As a
professional adviser, not being able to
provide a warm bedside manner won’t end
up with you being sued but it will end up
with client dissatisfaction and, as the buying
behaviour associated with the professional
services becomes more promiscuous, it will
hit where it hurts, costing you repeat
instructions and referrals.

The truth is it’s no longer enough to be
technically brilliant. Clients now demand a
level of service the professions have never
had to give before. Moreover, by its very
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come to the point they really want to make.
You certainly won’t engender the level of
trust you need to build a long-lasting client
relationship because you’ll be rushing the
client.Worse still, because you don’t have a
full understanding of the matter, there’s a
chance your advice won’t go far enough or
tackle the issue at hand.

Add these three potential outcomes
together and the common ground is you
definitely won’t encourage the client to
return or to tell their friends about you!

In the dictionary empathy is defined as the
“capacity to recognise and share feelings
being experienced by another”. Listening
will highlight the real context of the conver-
sation and the client will immediately
become more comfortable if you can
mirror the tone of the conversation and
that comfort is a good way to establish the
trust that needs to lie at the heart of any
professional relationship.

APPROACHABILITY

While it sounds daft, if you’re not approach-
able people aren’t going to approach you. If
it takes weeks to get an appointment with
you and that appointment can only be
offered in a regional office between the
hours of 11am and 3pm despite the fact
your client is a working mum whose job and
school runs are in two different towns, the
chances of this becoming a relationship will
be anorexic – though healthier than the
chance the relationship will bear referrals!

Likewise, if a client arrives and you are
clearly distracted, apologise the meeting will
be cut slightly short because something else
has come up then hurry your way through,
the client’s experience will not be
favourable.

Yes, I’m exaggerating for effect but I trust
the point is made. For every meeting, be as
available as you can be, look at alternative
times for meetings (dare I say it – week-
ends) or look into alternative ways of
meeting. Skype, video conferencing or even
telecon will make you much more flexible. If
a client’s busy, visit them. Nowhere in your
book of guidelines does it say every meeting
needs to be in your office.Again I exag-
gerate, things are getting better, but I am still
astounded by the number of fee earners

Doug McPherson has been medically diag-
nosed with paranoia on all areas of relation-
ship management but clever bedside manner
meant that he didn’t feel compelled to sue.
Doug can be contacted at douglas@tenanda-
half.co.uk.

initial response as much as, if not more than,
the fuller response itself.The goodwill
responding by return buys cannot be under-
estimated in the wider context of a long-
term client relationship.

But what happens when you’re away? Emails
and telephone calls need to be answered
but these are your relationships and any
response reflects on you so the response
should be from someone on the same level
as you to show you’re taking the contact
seriously. If that’s not possible, invest time to
train the person who will reply. Provide
guidelines, templates and put timelines in
place. No call or email should go unan-
swered for 24 hours or clients will feel their
relationship has been devalued.

The second way is the value of the
response. Don’t be scared to add (non-bill-
able) added value.A little extra goes a long
way and if you can, answer simple questions
as a gesture of goodwill.

If you don’t know the answer, suggest
someone who will. Even better, if you have
dealt with a similar matter before and can
see there’s a need for a specialist in another
field or even (gulp!) a consultant, put their
name forward. Even if the client doesn’t take
your suggestion you will have demonstrated
your willingness to go the extra mile and
that you understand their requirements
proving you really are the person to go to –
not just for your client but for their entire
network. Most of all you show you’re not
precious over ownership and the best
possible outcome is the only thing that
concerns you.

I wonder how many referrals begin with
“You need Lawyer X; you’ll never guess
what he did for me?” or “if you need help
with that you need accountant Y, they’re so
easy to work with”. I don’t have the
numbers to hand but I am a betting man so
if the odds are published, tell me. I’ll be all
EARs.

other techniques but, like empathy, the
concept is simple – at that time have
nothing else in your line of vision other than
that client. Once that clarity and focus is
achieved the client will recognise the fact
you’re there to help them and this will show
more than any technically brilliant advice,
your investment is in the relationship and
not the matter.

More importantly, the next time a difficult
situation arises, the first thing the client will
remember is how easy your last meeting
was before they remember the advice you
gave. It’s emotion first, logic second I’m
afraid, people do buy off people they like
largely irrelevant of the product. If you
provide a quality service with quality
service, you’ll be close to establishing a very
healthy practice.

RESPONSIVENESS

You can look at responsiveness in two ways.
The easiest one is are you responsive? How
long does it take you to respond? How do
you respond? 

Email, smartphones, websites, redirected
phone lines, etc make it easy to respond
quickly if not immediately in almost every
situation.A holding note from the
BlackBerry buys time to respond properly
and most will remember the speed of that

Marketing basics

Listening will highlight the real
context of the conversation and the
client will immediately become more
comfortable … and that comfort is a
good way to establish the trust that
needs to lie at the heart of any
professional relationship.

who have never visited even their longest
standing clients.

Once you’ve fixed the meeting, make sure
you maintain an air of openness and
however the conversation progresses,
demonstrate nothing will be too much
trouble.This can be achieved through body
language, tone of voice or any number of
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